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Abst rac t - -An  N-periodic discrete-time system in z-domain given by an N-periodic collection 
of rational matrices is considered. Doubly coprime decomposition f these matrices is studied. For 
such decompositions, the block-ordered concept is used. Further, the eight matrices in the generalized 
Bezout identity, so that all of them are block-ordered, can be chosen. A relation among these matrices 
at consecutive times is established. C) 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Doubly coprime decompositions of a transfer matrix appear in many feedback control prob- 
lems [1]. This approach is directly related to the controllability and observability properties and 
they are formed from mutually coprime pairs of polynomial matrices. These matrices atisfy the 
generalized Bezout identity and they can be obtained by elementary transformations [2]. Several 
authors have done methods to construct doubly coprime decompositions of a rational matrix [3,4]. 
It would be desirable to generalize doubly coprime decompositions to periodic systems. In this 
case, the transfer matrix at time s is related by the transfer matrix at time s + 1 by means of the 
recurrence quation (2). In general, the coprimeness property is not transmitted at consecutive 
times. This transmission is possible using block-ordered coprime decompositions, ee [5], then 
these will be adequate for our purpose. 
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In this work, we consider block-ordered decompositions of the collection of rational matrix and 
we construct the corresponding Bezout identity elements required satisfying this property. 
Let R[z] be a ring of polynomials in z over R and let R(z) be a field of rational functions in z 
over R. Denote by Rv×m[z] the set of polynomial matrices of dimensions p x m with entries 
from ~[z], and RPXm(z) the set of rational matrices of dimensions p x m with entries from R(z). 
Given a discrete-time linear N-periodic system 
x(k + 1) --- A(k)x(k) + B(k)u(k), 
y(k) = C(k)z(k), 
with A(k + N) = A(k) • R n×n, B(k + N) = B(k) • R n×m, and C(k + N) = C(k) • ~pxn, 
for k E Z, we can associate it N invariant systems. Each one of these invariant systems has its 
transfer matrix, He(z). It is well known that these rational matrices form a periodic collection, 
{g~(z), s • Z}, He+g(z) = He(z) • RPN×mN(z) (1) 
satisfying the relation 
He+s(z) = SpN, s e z, (2) 
where S~,~ (z) is given by 
S~,~(z)= [zO ~ Ion ] . (3) 
It is also well known that any rational matrix has left and right decompositions, that is, given 
H(z) E R nl xn2 (z), we can write 
H(z) = Nr(z)(Dr(z)) -1 = (Dt(z))-I yt(z), (4) 
where Dr(z) e Rn~×n2[z], Dr(z) e Rn~×nl[z], and Nr(z),Ne(z) • Rn~×n2[z]. Moreover, we 
can take these decompositions so that the pair (Dr(z), Nr(z)) is right coprime and the pair 
(Dr(z), Yt(z)) is left coprime. 
When we have a periodic collection as (1) satisfying (2), we can construct (see [5]) a right 
coprime decomposition of Ho(z) (named block-ordered) such that it allows us to construct easily 
a right coprime decomposition of each one of the matrices He(z). These decompositions also 
form a periodic collection. It is clear that we have a similar result if we consider left coprime 
decompositions. 
On the other hand, if (Dr(z), Nr(z)) is a right coprime decomposition and (Dr(z), Nt(z)) is a 
left coprime decomposition of a rational matrix, then they verify the generalized Bezout identity, 
that is, there exist four polynomial matrices, Yt(z), Xt(z), Yr(z), and Xr(z) such that 
[ Yt(z) Xt(z) [Dr(z) -Xr(z)] 
Our first goal in this paper is to find an algorithm to construct four polynomial matri- 
ces Yo~(Z), X~o(Z), Y~(z), and X~(z) such that they verify the generalized Bezout identity for 
a block-ordered left coprime decomposition and a block-ordered right eoprime decomposition 
of Ho(z). These will allow us to construct a periodic collection of 4-tuples of polynomial ma- 
trices, (Y~(z), X~(z), Ysr(z), X'~(z)) such that each one of them satisfies the generalized Bezout 
identity for the corresponding coprime decompositions of H~(z). 
2. PREL IMINARIES  AND NOTATION 
A pair of polynomial matrices (Dr(z), N~(z)) is said to be right coprime if the Smith canonical 
form of the matrix 
IDr(z) ] R(,~+"2)×n2 
:F(Dr(z),Nr(z))= yr(z ) • [z] 
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is the matrix 
Preliminaries remain that will be used in the next section (see [5]). 
DEFINITION 1. Let P(z) • R'~xn2[z] and let N be a common divisor of nl and n2. Then, P(z) 
is said to be N-z-lower if we can construct a partition of the matrix P(z) as follows: 
P(z) = 
Pl l (Z)  Pl2(Z) . . .  P l ,N - l (Z )  P1N(Z)  
zP21(z) P22(z) "" P2N(z) 
zP31(z) zP32(z) "'" P3,N-I(Z) P3N(Z) 
: : : : 
: : : : 
ZPN-I,I(Z) zPlv-l,2(z) "'" PN-I,N-I(Z) PN-I,N(Z) 
ZPNI(Z) ZPN2(Z) "'" ZPN,N-I(Z) PNN(Z) 
(6) 
where each block Pij(z) has n l /N  rows (the number of columns of them may be no constant). 
Let H(z) e R nl ×n2 (z) and let N be a common divisor of nl and n2. Denote p = n l /N  and m = 
n2/N. Using a row block partition of the matrices Dr(z) = [Dir(z)]i= 1N with D~(z) e Rmxmg[z] 
and Nr(z) = [Nr(z)]g=l with Nr(z) E ]RPxmg[z], we construct the block polynomial matrices 
" D~(z) 
D~N(z) 
~k(Dr(z) 'Yr(z) )= N~(z) 
.N~(z) 
for k = 1, 2 , . . . ,  N. Note that 9 v is just ~'1. Let us denote 
rk = rank (~'kDr(0), Nr(0)) ,  k = 1, 2 , . . . ,  g .  (7) 
DEFINITION 2. Let (Dr(z),Nr(z)) be a right decomposition of a rational matrix, H(z) E 
Rn~×n~(z) and let N be a common divisor of nl and n2. The sequence ( r l , r2 , . . .  ,rg), with the 
values rk defined in (7), is said to be the N-characteristic rank of the pair (Dr(z), Nr(z)). The 
pair (Dr(z), Nr(z))  is called N-block-ordered i f/or each matrix ~k(Dr(z), Nr(z)), k = 1, 2 , . . . ,  N, 
there exists a partition in two column-blocks 
:7:k(Dr(z),Nr(z)) = [Fk(z) Fk(z)] ,  
with -Fk(z) • N (m+p)(N-k+l)xrk [Z] and Fk(O ) = O. 
REMARK 1. Analogously, we can give all the above concepts and results from a left decom- 
position (De(z), Ne(z)) of the same rational matrix. Using a column partition of the matrices 
De(z) e N D~(z) • [N~ (z)]i=l, with RpN×rn[z] = [Di(z)]i=l, with ~pN×p[z], and We(z) = e N N•(z) • , 
we construct the block polynomial matrices 
Gk (De(z), We(z)) = [D~ (z)... D~_k+ , (z)g~(z)... Y~_k+ l(z)] 
for k = 1,2, . . .  ,N. We denote gk = rank Gk(De(z),Ne(z)). Then, the sequence (gl,g2,...  ,gN) 
is said to be the N-characteristic rank of the pair (De(z), Ne(z)) and this pair is N-block-ordered 
if, for k = 1, 2 , . . . ,  N, there exists a partition 
Gk (De(z),Ne(z)) = [[Gk(Z)Gk(z) ] 
such that Gk(z) • R ek ×(m+p)(g-k+i)[z] and Gk(0) = O. 
For simplicity, we define rg+l  ---- 0, gN+l ---- 0 and denote di = r~ - r~+l, ei = gi - ~i+1. 
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LEMMA 3. 
(i) Let (Dr(z), Nr(z)) be a right coprime decomposition of H(z)  with N-characteristic rank 
(rl, r2, • • •, r N ). Then (Dr(z), Nr(z)) is N-block-ordered if and only if the matrices Dr(z) 
and Nr(z)  are N-z-lower with the blocks in expression (6) satisfying V~i(z ) C R mxd~ [z], 
N•(z) • ]Rvxd'[z], and 
rank LN~(0) j = di, (8) 
for i  = 1 ,2 , . . . ,N .  
(ii) Let (De(z), Nt  ( z ) ) be a left coprime decomposition of H ( z ) with N-characteristic rank 
(el, ~2, . . . ,  ~N). Then (Dr(z), Nt(z)  ) is N-block-ordered if and only if the matrices Dt(z) 
and Nt(z)  are N-z-lower with the blocks in expression (6) satisfying De~i(z) • ReN-~+I ×P 
[z], N~(z) • ReN-'+'×m[z], and 
rank lOCi(0 ) N~(0)] = ey- i+l ,  (9) 
for i  = 1 ,2 , . . . ,N .  
3. DOUBLY COPRIME DECOMPOSIT ION 
In this section, we shall work with block-ordered coprime decompositions for a given rational 
matrix. In the first part, we show that we can choose the eight matrices in relation (5) so that all 
of them are block-ordered. In the second part, we apply this result to obtain easily the generalized 
Bezout identity (that is, relation (5)) for a periodic collection of transfer matrices corresponding 
to a given discrete-time N-periodic linear control system• 
3.1. Block-Ordered Coprime Decomposition and the Generalized Bezout Identity 
THEOREM 4. Given a rational matrix H ( z ) E ]R nl x,~2 ( z ), let N be a common divisor of nl and n2. 
I f  H ( z ) = N r ( z) ( D r ( z ) ) -  x is an N-block-ordered right coprime decomposition, then there exists 
an N-block-ordered left coprime decomposition (De(z), Ne ( z ) ) of H ( z ) and two N-block-ordered 
left and right coprime pairs ( Xt(z) ,  Yt (z)  ) and (Xr(z), Yr(z)  ) such that the generalized identity 
of Bezout is satisfied, that is, 
re(z)  X t (z ) ]  [Dr( z ) -X r (z )  o] 
PROOF. We give the proof of this result in two steps. 
(i) First, if H(z)  = Nr(z) (Dr(z) )  -1 is an N-block-ordered right coprime decomposition, then 
we prove that there exists an N-block-ordered left coprime pair (Yt(z) ,  Xt (z ) )  such that 
the identity of Bezout 
r t ( z )Dr (z )  + Xt (z )Nr (z )  = I 
is satisfied. By construction, the N-characteristic rank of the pair (Xt(z) ,  Yt (z) )  is equal 
to the N-characteristic rank of (Dr(z), Nr(z)). 
Let p = n l /N  and m = N2/N. Let (rl, r2 , . . . ,  rN) be the N-characteristic rank of the 
pair (Dr(z), Nr(z)) and define d~ -- ri - r~+l, with rg+l  = 0. We also define the matrices 
• /mo 
0 0 
o 
S= 0 O 
0 0 
0 0 
o •  o 
• . o  
• . o  
• . o 
0 0 0 ... 
o~rpo . . .  
0 0 0 ... 
ooz ,~. . .  
i ,~oo . . .  
0 0 0 ... 
- 
0 
0 
0 
0 
C = 
I~  0 
0 0 
0 Id~ 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
• • o  
. o  . 
• • o 
. o  . 
0 
0 
0 
0 
z 
0 
(lo) 
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and 
F(z) = S.Tx (Dr(z), Nr(z)) = 
D[1 (z) D[2(z) ... D[N(Z ) 
Nil(z) Nf2(z) ... N[N(Z ) 
zD~I(z) D~2(z) .. .  D~g(Z ) 
zN;I(Z) N~2(z) . . .  N~N(Z )
: : : 
ZD~NI(Z) ZD~N2(Z) ... D~NN(Z) 
zN~I(Z) zN~2(z) ... N~N(Z )
[ D[i (0) ] Since the matrices [N,5(0) j are full column rank, we can construct a nonsingular con- 
stant matrix V such that VF(O) = C; that is, VF(z) = C + zA(z). Moreover, since the 
matrix F(0) is upper block-triangular, we can choose the matrix V so it is also upper 
block-triangular, with the diagonal blocks Vii E R (re+p) x(re+v). The Smith canonical form 
of the matrix VF(z) is the same one of the matrix F(z), that is, /I74 N [ since the pair 
(Dr(z), Nr(z)) isright coprime. Therefore, there exists a unimodular polynomial matrix 
k v 
X(z) such that 
X(z)VF(z)= X(z)(C + zA(z)) = [ I ;g  I • (11) 
It is easy to see that any polynomial matrix X(z) satisfying (11) has an special structure, 
so that 
x(o)  = 
"Idl X12 O X l  4 . . .  0 X1,2N 
0 X22 Id~ X24 ... 0 X2,2N 
: : : : : : 
0 XN2 0 XN4 . . .  IdN XN,2N 
O XN+I,2 O XN+I,4 - . .  O XN+I,2N 
: : : : : : 
0 X2N,2 0 X2N,4 . . .  0 Z2N,2 N 
(12) 
where XN+i,2i ~ ~(rn+p-dl)x(m+p-dl), for i : 1, 2 , . . . ,  N. 
We define the matrices 
X12 X14 ... 
r l  ~-  ° " 
L XN2 XN4 . . .  
I Xn+l ,2  XN+I,4 
Y2 ~ " " 
X2N,2 X2N,4 
XI '2N ] ' 
XN 2N J 
•.. XNW1,2N 
• .. X2N,2N 
(13) 
Since the matrix X(0) is nonsingular, the matrix Y2 is also nonsingular. Then, we can 
construct the block matrix 
]i2-1 
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(ii) 
so that 
-141 0 0 0 . . .  
0 0 Id2 0 . . .  
: : : : 
0 0 0 0 ... 
YX(O) = 0 Im+p_da 0 0 " "  0 
0 0 0 [m+p-d2  "'" 0 
: : : : : 
0 0 0 0 ... 0 
YZ(z)VF(z) = ["0 N ]. Let P(z)-= YX(z)VS. Then, and 
If we take a partition of the matrix P(z) in four blocks, 
[ y (z) x%)] 
P(z) = [_Ne(z ) De(z) ] , 
0 
0 
IdN 
O 
O 
0 
0 
0 
Im+p--dN 
(15) 
with Yt(z) E Rmgxmg[z] and De(z) C ~pN×pN[z], then equality (15) can be written as 
Ye(z)Dr(z) + Xt(z)Nr(z) = IroN, (16) 
-Ne(z)Dr(z) + De(z)Ur(z) = O. (17) 
The construction of the matrix P(z) allows us to affirm that the above pairs are 
N-block-ordered• Equality (16) is the Bezout identity for the matrices Dr(z) and Nr(z). 
Moreover, from equality (17), we just have found an N-block-ordered left coprime decom- 
position of the matrix H(z) (the matrix De(z) is nonsingular, by Lemma 6.3•8 of [2])• 
Analogously, i fH(z) = (Dt(z))-lNt(z) is an N-block-ordered left coprime decomposition, 
then there exists an N-block-ordered right coprime pair (Yr(z),Xr(z)) such that the 
identity of Bezout 
Dt(z)Yr(z) + Ye(z)Xr(z) = I 
is satisfied. By construction, the N-characteristic rank of the pair (Xr(z), Yr(z)) is equal 
to the characteristic rank of (De(z), Ne(z)). 
Given an N-block-ordered right coprime decomposition (Dr(z), Nr(z)) of H(z), and 
reasoning as Lemma 6.3.9 of [2] we can find an N-block-ordered left coprime decom- 
position (De(z), Nt(z)) of H(z) and two N-block-ordered left and right coprime pairs 
(Xe(z), Ye(z)) and (Xr(z),Yr(z)) such that the generalized identity of Bezout is satis- 
fied, that is, 
re(z) Xe(z)] [Dr(z) -Xr(z) 
3.2. A lgor i thm 
In this section, we give an algorithm that summarizes the results in order to obtain the eight 
matrices in (5) for a given rational matrix H(z). To that end, we follow the proof of Proposi- 
tion 3.1. Let (Dr(z), Nr(z)) be a block-ordered right coprime decomposition of H(z). We define 
the matrices 
F(z) = Nr(z ) and = SF(O), 
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where the matrix S is given by (10). We shall consider a partition of the matrix F' in blocks of 
size (m + p) x di. 
STEP 1. We construct anonsingular upper block-triangular constant matrix V such that VF = C 
(the matrix C is also given by (10)). 
1.1. For each i, i -- 1,. . . ,  N, we obtain a matrix V~ such that 
O ' 
1.2. 
with a computational cost of order O(2(p + m)3/3), and define V := diag[Vn, V22, 
• .., VNN]. We construct F ~ := VF ~ with a computational cost of order O(N2(p + m)3/2). 
For k = 2,. . . ,  N, we build the matrix W with 
Ira+p, i f i  = j, 
Wi j= - [F[kO] ,  i f j=kand i f i= l , . . . , k -1 ,  
O, otherwise, 
and define V := WV with a computational cost of order O(N2(p+m)3/2) and F' := WF ~ 
which computational cost is of order O(N3(p + m)3/6). 
STEP 2. Compute a unimodular polynomial matrix X(z) using Mathematica, such that 
The matrix X(z) has the structure given by (12) with a computational cost of order O(2N3((p + 
m)3/3)d), where d is the maximum degree of all polynomial entries of matrix F(z). 
STEP 3. Construct he matrix Y given by (14) with a computational cost of order O(N3p2(p + 
3m)/3) and compute the matrix P(z) = YX(z )VS  which computational cost is of order O(dN 3 
(p + m)a). Decompose it in four blocks 
re(z) Xffz) 
-Ne(z) De(z)] ' 
STEP 4. Take the pair (De(z), Nt(z)) (it is a block-ordered left coprime decomposition of the 
rational matrix H(z)) and repeat he algorithm, with the adequate changes, to find the matrices 
Xr(z)  and Yr(z) such that D~(z)Yr (z) + Y~(z)-X~ (z) = InN. 
STEP 5. Finally, using Lemma 6.3.9 of [2], we construct the matrices Xr(z) and Y~(z). 
3.3. Doubly  Copr ime Decomposit ions of an N-Periodic Collection of Rat ional  Ma- 
trices 
Now we consider an N-periodic collection of rational matrices 
Hs(z) = Hs+N(Z), H,(z) C RpNxmN(z), N E N 
satisfying relation (2). Let (rs,l,rs,2,... ,rs,N) and (g8,1, g~,2,..., ~s,N) be the right and the left 
N-characteristic rank of the matrix H~(z), for all s E Z. 
From a block-ordered left and right coprime decomposition of the rational matrix at time s, 
t --1 t Hs(z) = N2(z)(D~(z)) -1 = (Ds(z)) N~(z), 
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we can construct a left and a right block-ordered coprime decomposition of the rational matrix 
at t imes+j ,  ( I< j<N)  
given by (see [5]) 
Hs+j(z) N:+j(z) (Dr+j(z)) -1 t -1 = = (Ds+ j (z)) Nes+j (z), 
D~+j(z) = S ,. -1 m~,j.,(z)D.(z)S~,.,N_..,~+, (~), 
N:+j(z) = ~ -1 S.N,Mz)N; (z)SmlV,mN-~.,., (z), 
D~+j (z) = SvN,e~, ._j +, (z)D~ (z)Sp~c,jp (z), 
N~s+j(z) t -1 = SvN,t.,N_,+ , (z)N; (Z)Smgjm(Z). 
and 
(18) 
(in) 
If we consider the block-ordered right and left coprime decomposition of the matrix Hs (z) at 
time s satisfying the generalized Bezout identity, that is, 
Y/(z) Xse(z)] [Dr~(z) -Xsr(z)] o] (20) , :  
where (Xts(z), Yst(z)) and (X~(z), Y[(z)) are also block-ordered polynomial matrices, then we can 
construct a right and left block-ordered coprime decomposition of each rational matrix Hs+j (z) 
at time s + j , j  = 1,... ,N, by means of expressions (18) and (19); moreover, if we define the 
xL~(z )  = sm~,~N-~.., (z)X~(z)S;/~,#z), 
y:+j (z) = SmN,mN-r~,j+, (z)Y:(Z)SmlN,jm (z), 
X;+j (z) = S~,~ (z)X; (z)S;/~,~. N_,+, (z), 
Y:+j(z) = S~,Mz)Y :  (z)S;/v,e. ._,+, (z), 
following matrices 
for j = 1,. . . ,  N, which are block-ordered polynomial matrices, we obtain that 
(21) 
[ ":+,(:) (:) -"::,-., <:) l o 
-N~+j(z) D~+j(z) [N:+s(Z) Y:+s(Z) J = S,N,t.,,_j+,(z)] 
-.~ff(z) De(z) [N(z )  Y~'(z) Jk %lN'mN-r~+~(z) [ 0 o S21,~,N_j+ ,(z) = o s " 
That is, the generalized identity of Bezout is satisfied at time s + j by the eight polynomial 
matrices given by expressions (18), (19), and (21). We summarize the above results in the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 5. Let {Hs(z),s E Z} be an N-periodic collection of rational matrices associated 
with an N-periodic system, with Hs(z) E RpNxmN(z). For each s E Z, we can obtain block- 
ordered left and right coprime decompositions (D~(z), Nes ( z ) ) and (Dr(z), N~ ( z ) ) orris(z), and 
block-ordered left and right pairs (X~(z), Y[(z) ) and (X~ (z), Y~ (z) ) such that 
Y/(z) X~(z) [D~(z) -X~(z)]  
[N2(z) 
Now, we motive the above result with an application. 
Consider a linear discrete-time N-periodic system by means of a collection of proper rational 
matrices {Hs(z), s E Z}, Hs(z) e RPN×mN(z), satisfying relation (2). Moreover, suppose that 
one of these matrices, i.e., Ho(z), is proper with lower block-triangular polynomial part. 
In [6] it was proved that an N-periodic collection of rational matrices {Fs(z), s C Z}, Fs(z) • 
~mN×pN(z), such that  
Fs+j(z ) = SmN,jm(Z)Fs(Z)Sp~,jp(Z), j = 1,.. . ,  N, 
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and Fo(z) is a proper ational matrix with a lower block-triangular polynomial part, allows us to 
construct a closed-loop N-periodic collection {HE(z), s C Z}, HE(z) C RmN×pN(z), associated 
with an N-periodic system, given by 
HE(z) = [I + Hs(z)Fs(z)]-lHs(z). 
It is well known (see [3]) that, given a rational matrix H(z), another proper ational matrix F(z) 
can be found so that the new closed-loop rational matrix HF(z) is stable, that is the module 
of its poles is less than 1. Applying this result to the rational matrix at time s, Hs(z), of the 
N-periodic collection (1), we can construct an output feedback F~(z) such that HE(z) is stable 
and a left coprime decomposition f Fs(z), Fs(z) = (C~(z))-lE~(z), is given by 
[ Y/(z) X,(z)] 
[Cse(Z) E~s(z)l=[Ls(z) Ks(z)] _Nes(z ) D~(z) ' 
where Ks(z) is some polynomial matrix and Ls(z) is nonsingular and stable matrix. 
Beginning from a block-ordered right and a block-ordered left coprime decompositions 
Hs(z) = N:(z)(Dr(z)) -1 = (D~(z)) -~ Nes(z), 
and from the pairs (X~(z), Yf(z)) and (Z;(z),Y~(z)), also block-ordered polynomial matrices, 
satisfying the generalized Bezout identity given by (20), we can choose the matrices L~ (z), Ks (z) 
such that (C~(z), E~(z)) is a block-ordered left coprime decomposition f F~(z). 
From this decomposition at time s of Fs(z), for each j, j = 1,. . . ,  N, we construct the following 
polynomial matrices at time s + j: 
E +j(z) = Sm ,mN-r ,j+, (z)E (z)S;ljp(z), 
C +j(z) e - i  = SmN,mN-rs, +l (z)C (z)SmN,jm(Z), 
which is a block-ordered left coprime decomposition f the rational matrices Fs+j (z), j = 1,. . . ,  N, 
-1 F~+j(z) = (C~+j(z)) Ee+j(z). 
These output feedback matrices Fs+j (z), j = 1,. . . ,  N, constitute an N-periodic ollection such 
that the closed-loop N-periodic collection 
gF+j(z) = [I + g~+j(z)Fs+j(z)]-lHs+j(z), 
j = 1 , . . . ,N ,s  E Z, is stable. 
If we want to obtain an N-periodic collection of output feedback, we apply the following 
algorithm. 
Step 1. Do as Step 1 and Step 2 of the algorithm given in Section 3.2. 
Step 2. Consider Ls(z) nonsingular and stable polynomial matrix and Ks(z) a polynomial 
matrix and calculate a block-ordered left coprime decomposition f the output feed- 
back at time s. 
Step 3. Construct a collection of block-ordered left coprime decomposition f the N-periodic 
collection of output feedback that stabilize the N-periodic system. 
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